CONTEXT
Studying agricultural practices allows us to understand how people provided the food and cash crops they needed to support themselves and their society. Both before and during the Civil War, the southern United States grew such cash crops as cotton, rice, sugar cane, tobacco and indigo, a plant used to make blue dye. Large plantations were part of the southern landscape, especially in the region known as the Deep South (Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, South Carolina, Texas, Louisiana and Florida).

Kentucky grew different crops. For export outside of the commonwealth, Kentuckians raised hemp, working livestock, meat animals, wood, and tobacco. They grew corn and wheat for internal use.

Although the Kentucky landscape did not support as many large plantations as the landscape of Deep South states did, Kentucky agriculture was deeply tied to and invested in slavery. Individual slaveholdings were smaller on average than elsewhere in the South, but a larger percentage of Kentucky households participated in the institution than did in most other states in the region.
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BIG-PICTURE QUESTIONS
- Why were some crops restricted during wartime?
- Why is there an increase in one crop while there is a decrease in another?
- How do these agricultural wartime decisions impact Kentucky long term?

SECONDARY LITERATURE
- Food, Farming, and the Domestic Economy in Kentucky

ACTIVITIES
Civil War Farmville*: Farming is a challenging occupation, but it was made even more challenging by war. This activity will help students understand the different factors that contributed to success or failure during the Civil War.

*Access the game in the link above

At the end of game play have students complete a Farming Reflection. Write a 1–2 page response to the following questions: What crops did you select, and why? How did your crop selection affect your farm during year one? How did year two compare? How would you approach the game next time?